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Welcome! 

Hey there and welcome to the Spring Into Shakespeare Challenge. We are so excited you 
are here to read along with us as we enjoy Shakespeare’s “A Comedy of Errors.” This 
shorter comic play is one that kids enjoy and a great introduction to the Bard if you have 
never read him before. 

Joining us on this literary journey is my friend Mystie Winckler. Mystie is a second 
generation homeschooler and mom of five as well as one of my co-hosts on the Scholé 
Sister’s podcast. A fellow Morning Time mom, she has been reading and enjoying 
Shakespeare with her kids for over seven years. 

Mystie has developed her own “method” for teaching Shakespeare and we will be using 
her lesson plans for this challenge. The beautiful thing is once you teach a single 
Shakespeare play using Mystie’s methods, you simply repeat the same lesson pattern 
again and again to teach any of the Bard’s plays. I have also used her lesson plans to very 
successfully teach a co-op class as well and they work perfectly for elementary kids about 
third grade and up. 

If you remember your Shakespeare days from high school or college, there is a good 
chance you were assigned a play to read silently in isolation (and you really read the Spark 
Notes) and then later you spent class periods listening to to teacher lecture or being 
quizzed on what each part of the play represented. That is not our approach! 

Included in this packet are links to interviews Mystie and I have done together through the 
years to answer “why” Shakespeare and to familiarize you with Mystie’s philosophy and 
lesson plans. Also inside are the “A Comedy of Error” lesson plans, memory sheets, and a 
reading schedule and our own schedule of events for the challenge. 

My hope is this Shakespeare Challenge will bless you and help you find joy in the Bard.  
Welcome again. 

Pam

Mystie says: “Remember that prior to high school, our goal is simply to introduce the 
stories and Shakespeare as something to enjoy together. There will be no fear or 
intimidation when they’ve grown up with the assumption that Shakespeare is fun and 
normal rather than difficult and enigmatic.


So lighten up and remember that the point is being interested and engaged with the 
intriguing stories Shakespeare tells.” 
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Mystie’s Five Step Lesson Plan for Any Shakespeare Play


1. Introduce the play with an engaging retelling 

2. Memorize some lines 

3. Watch the play 

4. Listen and read along with the play 

5. Play the play 

You can get more details about each of 
these steps in this blog post

Or by watching this webinar where 
Mystie and I break it all down.

More Shakespeare Resources

An interview Mystie and I did focused 
on the reasons for doing Shakespeare

My interview with How to Teach Your 
Children Shakespeare author Ken Ludwig 
on why Shakespeare is important to study 

with kids

Host an Easy Shakespeare Birthday Party
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Mystie says: “The Comedy of Errors is a great play for kids who might be skeptical about 
Shakespeare. Full of slap-stick humor, over-the-top coincidences, and witty one-liners, Comedy 
of Errors is more about the laughs than the romance. Plus, it has one added benefit: it’s a very 
short play. 

If you’ve tried Shakespeare with your kids in the past but have found your crowd to be 
particularly tough or your own enthusiasm to be low, try Comedy of Errors – the numerous 
Shakespearean insults are enough to win anyone over.”  

Lesson Plans for The Comedy of Errors
By Mystie Winckler 
Clickable links to The Comedy of Errors books, audio books, and resources are on this page.

Follow these 5 simple steps to fall in love with 
Shakespeare with your kids:

The plot in Comedy of Errors revolves around the mistaken identity of 
two sets of twins. It’s a little tricky to keep track of who’s who, but that’s 
as true for the characters in the story as it is for the readers – in this 
play, that’s all part of the fun. 

Introducing the tale with a well-told children’s version will help not only 
the kids, but even the teacher, keep track of the back-and-forth of 

2. Memorize Lines from The Comedy of Errors
Far from drudgery, memorizing lines from the Shakespeare play you’re reading cultivates 
affection and familiarity in kids. They start to own those lines and light up when they hear 
“their” part in the production or text. 

Printable copies of this memory work are available later in this packet. 

1. Introduce The Comedy of Errors
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3. Watch a Live Production or Movie of The Comedy of Errors 
We were able to see a live local performance of The Comedy of Errors, 
complete with audience interaction. Because of its brevity and hilarity, 
it's often a choice for local drama groups. It's worth keeping an eye on 
high school drama or local performance companies for the chance to 
see Shakespeare live - as he was meant to be seen. 

However, that's often not possible, especially on our school year time 
tables. Still, I recommend seeing Shakespeare performed before delving 
into reading or even listening to Shakespeare - especially when it's such 
a funny play. Shakespeare wrote dramas, not novels, and dramas are 
meant to be seen. 

4. Listen & Read Along to The Comedy of Errors 
Although Shakespeare was meant to be seen rather than read, it is 
Shakespeare's language that has kept him a perennial favorite. One of the 
best ways I have found to help children appreciate the language and 
follow along with the dialog of a drama is to have them listen to an audio 
performance while reading along in a simple paperback. 

I prefer copies that do not include extra explanations or glosses so that the 
children are not distracted from the original text. Dover Thrift Editions 
are cheap, small, and easy to follow for this purpose. 

The way Shakespeare is read is crucial for understanding what he's 
saying, so listening to actors perform the play rather than a single reader 
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5. Play with The Comedy of Errors 
Real learning happens when we make material our own, recreating it in our own minds and 
with our own hands. 

After we had seen, listened to, and memorized from The Comedy of Errors, the children 
illustrated their favorite scene. The older students copied lines from the play onto their 
scene, and each child showed their illustration and described the scene they had portrayed. 

Not surprisingly, most of them chose a scene wherein there was hurling of insults. 
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Class Time: 20 minutes, 2 times a week (plus time to watch the movie) 

Total length: 7 weeks 

Class Procedure 
• Repeat the lines to memorize together once or twice  

• Do the day’s lesson (see below)  

• Ask a question to get a narration/discussion going for a few minutes  

Put it together: Lesson Plans for The Comedy of Errors

Class Lessons
Class 1 Read 1/2 the picture book. Have a student 

narrate.

Class 2 Ask each student to name & describe a 
character. Read the rest of the picture book. 

Movie Night Hold it over the weekend

Class 3 Discuss the story, plot line, and movie - ask 
kids for favorite parts or characters. Let them 
ask questions.

Classes 4-9 Listen to 15 minutes of The Comedy of Errors 
on audio while following along. (The Comedy 
of Errors is 1 hour 27 minutes, so this will take 
5-6 class periods).

Classes 10-14 Have students present either mimed or play-
acted scenes or present artwork done to tell 
the story. 
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Read Along with Us Reading and Event Schedule
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Class 2: Ask each student to 
name & describe a character. 

Read the rest of the picture book. 

Movie Night!


Class 3: Discuss the story, plot line, 
and movie - ask kids for favorite parts 
or characters. Let them ask questions. 

Class 4: 15 minutes of 
listening/reading and easy oral 

narration

Class 5: 15 minutes of 
listening/reading and easy oral 

narration

Class 6: 15 minutes of 
listening/reading and easy oral 

narration

Class 7: 15 minutes of 
listening/reading and easy oral 

narration

Class 8: 15 minutes of 
listening/reading and easy oral 

narration

Class 9: 15 minutes of 
listening/reading and easy oral 

narration
Class 10: 15 minutes of 

listening/reading and easy oral 
narration (your buffer class!) 

YOU DID IT!

February 18 

Spring into Shakespeare  

Kick-Off Event  
for the Entire Family 

Class 1: Read 1/2 the picture book. 
Have a student narrate.

START HERE

For 
additional 
events to 
help you  
play with 

Shakespeare 
in April, 

check out the 
Your Morning 

Basket 
subscription.
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Memory Work 1

A wretched soul, 

bruis’d with adversity, 

We bid be quiet, 

when we hear it cry; 

But, were we burden’d with like weight of pain, 

As much or more 

we should ourselves complain. 

(Adriana,  Act 2 Scene 1) 

Memory Work 2

Every why hath a wherefore. 

(Dromio of Syracuse,   

Act 2 Scene 2) 
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Memory Work 3

Am I in earth, in heaven, or in hell? 

Sleeping or waking, mad or well-advised? 

Known unto these and to myself disguised? 

I'll say as they say, and persever so, 

And in this mist at all adventures go. 

(Antipholus of Syracuse, Act 2 Scene 2) 

Memory Work 4

I to the world am like a drop of water 

That in the ocean seeks another drop, 

Who, falling there to find his fellow forth -  

Unseen, inquisitive - confounds himself. 

(Antipholus of Syracuse, Act 1 Scene 2) 
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